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hello...

hi, I'm Madelyn!

As a wedding photographer, I value friendship within my clients. I want to walk
into your getting ready room and feel like we are besties!! Typically weddings
book over 1 year in advance, within that year we will capture amazing pictures
and create a bond.
When I started this business, I did not plan to shoot weddings. BUT they are
now my favorite!! The days are long, but I love every minute!!
Now, lets get to planning...
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Packages
Short + Sweet

Starting at
$2,999

Includes up to 5 hours of coverage
Beautiful Online Gallery
2nd Shooter

add ons
Extra Hour.... $200
Engagement Session.... $300

The Experience

Starting at
$3,700
Includes up to 8 hours of coverage
Includes a 90-min engagement session
Includes 30-min bridal session or boudoir session
Beautiful Online Gallery with Full Printing Rights
2nd shooter
Custom Designed 10 x 10 Album
20% off all additional albums purchased

Bridal Session.... $145
Travel Fee.... contact for price
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Testimonials

"Madelyn is the absolute best. She has done all of our pictures and of course I had to have
her for our wedding. I love Maddie so much I couldn’t wait for her to get there on our
wedding day! She is so fun, bubbly, personable and talented. Maddie doesn’t make picture
taking stressful while doing an absolute wonderful job. If you need a wedding photographer
or a photographer in general, you need her!! Your day won’t be complete unless she’s
there."

- Kennedy C.
"Best Photographer Ever! My mind was spinning all over
the place and she kept me at ease and made sure
everything was done and taken care of!"

- Casey H.
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Frequently Asked Questions
IS the engagement
session important?
YES. Not only does the engagement session
allow us to get to know each other, but you get
warmed up in front of the camera. During the
engagement session I teach you every pose
you need to know! On the wedding day y'all will
feel so much more confident and relaxed. I
recommend to all my couples to shoot with me
for their engagement session!

is travel included?
Travel within 30 miles of 23824 are included.
Travel fees vary from wedding to wedding.
Typically I do a flat extra mile fee of $25/per 30
miles. If your wedding is too far that I feel I will
not be able to drive home, you are responsible
for mileage fee and lodging expenses. Please
contact me for exact pricing on travel.

Do you also do
videography?
I do not offer videography, but I can
recommend you to others for your videography
needs!
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Contact

madelynlongphotography@gmail.com
www.madelynlongphotography.com
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